
David Banick
"A gentleman is mindful no less of the freedom of others
than of his own dignity. "

Elizabeth Bartlett
"The angels that fear to tread where fools rush in must miss
a lot of fun. "

Mary Ann Battisti
"Know thyself and do your own. "
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Donna Blais

"Keep smiling. It makes people wonder what you've been
up to. "

Sara Clark
"Character is something you either have or are.'

Felecia Cagwin

"No one is exempt from saying silly things; the mischief is
to say them deliverately. "
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David demons
"The sense of existance is the greatest happiness, "

Sherry Cook
"Adopt the pace of nature, her secret is patience."

Cynthia Dingman
"Patience is the best remedy of every trouble. "
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Richard Failing

"If something very subtle is to be made evident, it must be
colored. "

Joan Fontana

"Emotions cannot be touched without understanding them.

Karin Fowler

"Another of life's unsolved mysteries is what she's always
laughing about. "
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Diane George
"It is better to be alone than among bores.

Nanette Hayes
"Character is .a perfectly educated will.

Geraldine Homich
"The secret of happiness is curiosity.'
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Morris Johnson
"The whole secret of prolonging life consists in this: not
to shorten it."

Robyn LaCoppola
"Life is what comes next."

Wayne Kalinowski
"The strongest man upon earth is the man who stands
alone."



John Livingston
"When I indulge my sense of humor, it gets me into trouble.

James Mastracco
"He who has clear ideas can command.

Catherine Miosek
"Blessed are those who can give without remembering and
take without forgetting."
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Frances Morotti
"It matters not how long you live but how well.

n^

Lawrence Nellis
"Generosity always has admirers but rarely imitators sinc(
it is too expensive a virtue."

Thomas Patruska
"A man that will enjoy a quiet conscience must lead a
quiet life. "
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Rosemary Polinski
"Man achieves according to what he believes.

Patricia Puznowski
"Our thoughts and conduct are our own."

Daniel Rider
"No evil can come to a good man either in life or after
death."
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Garry Roorda
"I like the dream of the future better than the history of the
past. "

Joan Scanlon
"The best way to keep friendships from breaking is not to
drop them."

Lisa Schmookler
"I have made peace with the world, now it is up to the
world to make peace with itself. "
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Sherry Seeley
"one half of knowing what you want is knowing what you
must give up before you get it."

Jerri Lyn Smith
I1101 to "The only thing worth having in an earthly existence is a

sense of humor. "

Scott Smith
"A satirist is a man who is always knocking the stuffing out
of a stuffed shirt. "
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Lynn Smolik
"The roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet."

Kevin Snell
"It is the chiefest point of happiness that a man is willing
to be what he is."

Constance Terricola
"Good humor makes all things tolerable.
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Eugene Wagner
"No great artist ever sees things as they really are. If he
did he would cease to exist."

Mitchell Thomas
"I lead the life I choose to lead.

Cynthia Walrath
"I will do such a thing because I will.
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Barbara Yarush
"Imagination is the eye of the soul."

Jeffrey Yauney
"The skier who gets a lucky break is the one who breaks a
ski instead of a leg."

Florence Yuchniewicz
"Little and good is twice good."
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